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Burt Bacharach
Zodiac sign: Taurus · Ascendant: Aquarius

YOUR GENERAL PROFESSIONAL TYPE
You have a talent to analyze, associate, compare and connect. You are good at
working with services and mass products. You are highly adaptive and can
perform well in advisory and support staff functions. You like to get things going,
here and now. Your work and workplace should offer options to leave your
personal mark. You have a top manager personality. You are a pioneer and
inspirator. Your ego manifests itself directly in everything you do. You can be
initiator, presenter or actor. Routine work is less suitable for you.

You are a Grower and Builder. You strive for security in and for a community, to
which you tend to adapt. You are suited for real estate, agriculture, group work
and social work. Also a good match are professions which involve the senses, for
example the arts (singing, music) and other aesthetics. You may favour working
with food and beverages or with other products and services which enhance the
quality of life in a tangible way.

YOUR CORE SELF / PRIMARY ASPECTS
You are an Independent Spirit with an open mind and an helicopter
perspective. You are meritocratic, a detached observer and attached to ideas
rather than people. You can be an innovator, revolutionary, socialist or humanist.
You can be effective in positions which involve customer contact or people
management. You tend to trade up in partnerships.
You have an urge for self-fulfillment but also for social belonging. This may lead
to you inventing new ideas and concepts which resonate with the outside world.

YOUR CORE SELF / ADDITIONAL ASPECTS
You are courageous and can motivate others well. You have a strong drive. You
are 'a good sport' by nature and possibly into sports as well. You may bring the
invisible to light. You are not good at truly listening to what other people have to
say. Being tactful is something that does not come naturally to you.
Obtaining wealth and status in and for society is key to you.
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Burt Bacharach
Zodiac sign: Taurus · Ascendant: Aquarius

YOUR CORE TALENTS / GENERAL
You tend to have plenty of ambition and dynamism in a given group or social
order.
You are suitable to present and represent other people and organizations. You
are good at formulating, demonstrating and presenting. You have a talent for
being a moderator, orchestrator or information processor.
You are engaged in public matters and the common good. You are entering the
stage as a pioneer and hunter. You look for playful, lively partnerships and for
friends in high places.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / DOING
You are energetic and pro-active. Rather than losing yourself in theorizing, you
are good at learning by doing. You are an excellent trainer or coach, but also fit
for the military, the world of sports or other occupations that involve physical
effort and do not involve too much desk work.
Developing your own territory and asset base is essential to you.

YOUR CORE TALENTS / THINKING
You are always hungry for knowledge. This may work out well in various jobs: as
a journalist, a librarian, or in a position applying the law.
You need a lot of variety and relocate without much ado. You feel at home
quickly. You are good at expressing emotions in a way that makes other people
tick.
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Burt Bacharach
Zodiac sign: Taurus · Ascendant: Aquarius

SOME STRENGTHS...AND CHALLENGES
You can help others in the building and preservation of their assets. It's an
excellent way to overcome your own fear of financial trouble.
You are a positive thinker; take care not to overdo things. You experience and /
or exude hope, trust and great expectations. Beware of becoming caught in
delusional fata morganas - and avoid creating them in the minds of others.
You may have to overcome rejection before you succeed.
You are a great coach or creative therapist. This is a great way to overcome your
own fear of expressing yourself.
At some point, you may be required to change your social or professional scene.
You should learn to be understated. Take care to avoid megalomanic, unrealistic
plans.

YOUR WAY OF ASSET BUILDING
Creating and preserving wealth, material results and/or group recognition is key
for you.
You have a certain impulsiveness in money matters.
You are pioneering without precedent. Money is gained and spent easily by you.
Developing your own territory is what it should be all about. Your wealth is spent
for your personal purposes. You have a talent for accumulating wealth, for
example through building construction. You are at home in the established
bourgeoisie. You are not focussed on a fixed residence or asset base. Your desire
for personal freedom is dominant. You have a nomadic tendency. Material things,
status and prestige are matters which trigger a clear sensitivity or even
vulnerability in you, possibly caused by earlier hurtful experiences in these
departments while growing up. You should overcome a tendency to make your
self-esteem overly dependent on these factors.
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Burt Bacharach
Zodiac sign: Taurus · Ascendant: Aquarius

YOUR TYPE OF WORKING LIFE
You are ambitious, have well-defined targets and like to take initiative in the
workplace. You rely on your gut-feeling when dealing with situations. You are
sensitive to your working environment.
In your work, you seek recognition and approval from the people. You have a
conservative spirit towards the meaning of working and career. You are suited to
work on collective matters and on experience-driven businesses such as retailing,
the restaurant business, fashion and the leisure and entertainment industry.
You have the talent to become an artist or social worker. You may be good at
diagnosing and alerting what is happening below the surface, beyond the here
and now. You are good at solitary work.

YOUR PATH TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Suspend your grand vision and stay curious, keep an open mind as to other
people's ideas, you may well synthesize them into a new and refined big picture.
Come nearer to your roots, who you are and where you're from, and your worldly
career will only prosper.

YOUR RESULTS
You may frequently change your goals in life. Taking initiative is essential to you.
Your credo is “Just do it!”. You are interested in philosophy. Your destination is to
bring higher vision and insight to the present. Your ultimate destination is
determined by your fundamental ability to operate in the establishment,
capturing and securing value, and recognizing the importance of money and
other tangible resources and assets. You are cut out to be in government or civil
service. You may operate in situations and settings which bear far-reaching
impact.
You are idealistic and enthusiastic. You have a speculative streak.
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Burt Bacharach
Zodiac sign: Taurus · Ascendant: Aquarius

YOUR GENERAL ROLE IN SOCIETY
Broadly, your position is in the Governance stage, which is after the Social stage
and before the cycle starts again with the Individualist stage. In the Governance
stage, the focus in life is on general standards and values rather than on one’s
own individuality or on specific groups.
More specifically, yours is the Demonstration phase. This phase stands for
spreading the word. You have a strong missionary zeal.
Within this phase, you have the position of Lecturer. You strive for perfect
transmission to others of perfect insight and oversight. Famous persons with this
Lecturer position are Édouard Manet, Albert Einstein, Frank Zappa, Winston
Churchill, Isabel Allende.

YOUR ABILITY TO HELP OTHERS
You have a talent to help others in the development of their physical wellbeing,
their assets, their self-esteem and their status.
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